Industrial Safety

Worker Compliance —
Part of the Honeywell Safety Suite
Real-time visibility on workers’ readiness for safe work

Are your workers ready — in terms
of equipment and training — to safely
perform the job at hand?
If you’re like many safety managers or operations leaders,
you may struggle to answer that question with confidence.
It’s often because key information about equipment inspections,
employee training and other safety compliance factors is buried
in spreadsheets, databases and paper-based systems.

That’s why Honeywell created Worker Compliance,
a cloud-based tool that gives you real-time visibility — in
one centralized interface — on your workers’ readiness to
do safe work.
With this software, part of the Honeywell Safety Suite, you can quickly
and easily see:

• The compliance status of each piece of equipment
• The worker assigned to it
• The worker’s training status
• And more.

An accurate picture of compliance at your fingertips
With in-the-moment visibility — available from a web browser, whenever
you need it — you can prevent compliance issues that cause costly
downtime for your workers and equipment. All while managing enterprise
risk and building worker confidence.
In addition to creating value for the enterprise, Worker Compliance creates
value for you as a safety manager, freeing you up from burdensome
administration. So you can spend more time making workers safe —
instead of making spreadsheets.

Minimize your safety incidents —
and your paperwork.

Worker Compliance is part of Honeywell
Safety Suite, a software-as-a-service
platform for safety information management.

Bringing new value to your fall protection
equipment — with real-time visibility on
workers’ readiness for safe work
With Miller® fall protection harnesses and other personal protective equipment (PPE) from
Honeywell, you’re not just investing in safety. You’re also investing in better visibility on that safety —
with the help of our Worker Compliance software. So you can ensure compliance, prevent incidents
and reduce downtime.

A lot of intelligence in a little tag.

One log-in. One source of truth.

Several Honeywell PPE products come with an

With a centralized online repository of your PPE,
you have one source of truth for all inspections.

integrated radio frequency identification (RFID)
tag or barcode that is packed with information
from the Honeywell product database.
When you scan this tag or barcode, the data is
imported seamlessly into the Worker Compliance
software, so you can see critical information like:

• Item description
• Step-by-step inspection instructions
• Recommended inspection frequency
You can then use the software to assign
equipment to different workers and sites.
And if our recommended inspection protocol
is different from your policy, you can easily edit
the information to meet your requirements.

Worker Compliance is a living record
of safety: an always up-to-date audit
trail for every asset and worker.

Have equipment from other manufacturers?
Worker Compliance guides you in manually
adding those items. So you have a consolidated,
centralized view.
Need to inspect a harness? Simply scan the
RFID tag to view the inspection history for that
piece of equipment.
Notice that the stitching is starting to fray on
your lanyard? Input your observations directly
into the software and upload a photo. So at the
next inspection, whoever is doing the check can
see the notes and take appropriate action.

RFID technology makes it easy to create a
centralized equipment inventory in the software.

Inspection History

Inspection Action/Result

KEY FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:

Optimized User Interface

Intuitive, easy to use, and accessible on mobile devices.

Visual Data Management

Actionable data in a format that is easy to digest. Quickly enables faster, more accurate decision making.

Email Alerts and Notifications

Proactive approach to action upcoming / current non-compliance indicators.

RFID / Barcode Scanning

Scan any equipment / PPE with either RFID tags or barcodes. Ability to scan multiple assets in a single operation.

Automatic Imports of Asset Data for
Honeywell RFID tagged PPE.

Seamlessly imports the serial number, item description, recommended steps for inspection, recommended inspection
schedule and other key information from the Honeywell product database

Offline Inspections on Mobile Device

Mobile Application on Android to manage equipment / PPE inspections (sequential, non-sequential) at locations with
no internet connectivity.

Bulk Data Management

Microsoft Excel templates to facilitate efficient import of information associated with multiple workers, multiple assets and
multiple trainings.

Document Management

Associate certifications with workers, specification sheets with assets / equipment and roster sheets with trainings.

Multiple Sites / Locations Management

Manage compliance across multiple sites in the organization using a single subscription.

Reports and Excel Compatible

On Demand Reports in Microsoft Excel and scheduled Email reports.

Self Service Administration

Manage Job Functions, Sites, Product Families and Inspection Templates to align with the current operational processes.

Secure Cloud Environment

Reliable data storage with 24/7 access from any internet connection; nothing installed and no consumption of local IT resources.

Product Support

Professional support by Honeywell via Email.

Record equipment inspections in real time —
in your office or on the floor — so you always
have an up-to-date view of compliance.
Since Worker Compliance is cloud-based software, you can access it
whenever you like — on your desktop computer or mobile device, in your
office or on the manufacturing floor.
That means you have the flexibility to take it with you wherever you go,
performing inspections and recording observations on the spot. No more
going back and forth between equipment rooms and spreadsheets.
The software also offers offline mode for some mobile devices, enabling
you to log inspections at remote facilities — even if you don’t have an
internet connection.

See a real-time dashboard of inspection
and training status.
For each task, an industrial worker needs the right training,
plus equipment that has been inspected for safety requirements.

• Has the harness been inspected on schedule?
• Which worker is assigned to it?
• Which workers are certified to use it in a confined space application?
Worker Compliance puts this kind of data at your fingertips with easy-to-read
dashboards, so you can quickly and accurately determine worker readiness.

Improve your partnership with operations
Is a team leader organizing a work group for roof maintenance?
With Worker Compliance, you can easily tell which workers are certified
for the job. You can even give team leaders access to the software so they
can get compliance data more quickly and improve their productivity.

Training & Results

Optimize your day-to-day compliance activities
Which equipment inspections are due this week? Which workers are
less than 100 percent compliant on their training?

Put away your spreadsheets and whiteboards! Instead,
open Worker Compliance for an up-to-date view of your
compliance status — for individual workers, teams and
entire sites. The software even sends you automatic
notifications on upcoming equipment and training
requirements, so you’re always a step ahead.
Job Site Compliance

Automate scheduling, signups and other
parts of training, making compliance easier
for workers and for you.
Are you spending hours setting up safety training curricula for different
employee tasks? And then scheduling courses and confirming attendance?
Worker Compliance streamlines these activities.

Prevent compliance pitfalls
According to the National Safety Council,
falls are one of the leading causes of
worker injury and death — and they’re
often due to breakdowns in compliance
tracking. For example, fall protection

When you add a worker to the software, you can associate that worker

equipment may not be properly inspected

with certain job tasks, PPE and training, so you can easily reference the

for wear and damage, employees may not

requirements and status for each worker. You can even give employees

receive the proper training for working at

permission to access the software so they can see their compliance status,

heights, or they may receive the wrong

view the training schedule and register for classes.

equipment for the job.
Worker Compliance software, offered

Streamline your employee onboarding

as part of the Honeywell Safety Suite,

To further simplify your systems, our integration experts can help you link

enables you to prevent these pitfalls —

Worker Compliance to your learning management system and human

with real-time visibility on equipment

resources database. So whenever a new worker joins your organization,

inspections, training status and

that employee can be seamlessly added to the Worker Compliance software.

workers’ readiness for safe work.

Equipment
Inspections

Flexible, scalable and affordable
In addition to tracking the compliance of your PPE,

Training

you can use the Worker Compliance software to
track the compliance of other assets — from fire
extinguishers and jackhammers to certain areas

Equipment
Assignment

of your plant.
For example, what safety hazards are in Zone 1?
How often does it need to be inspected? Worker
Compliance makes it easy to add this kind of
asset to the software, define the procedures,
and attach photos or other documentation —
so it becomes part of your compliance tracking.
All in one centralized online location.

An easy decision
Worker Compliance is remarkably affordable —
at a low price per worker per year. And unlike
on-premises software, there’s no installation
or maintenance. Instead, just access Worker
Compliance online, and expand it across the
organization as your needs evolve.

• Fire Extinguishers
• Ladders
• Jackhammers
• Smoke Detectors
• Certain Areas of
your plant
– Control Room
– Tool Crib
– Shipping
– and more

Another way Honeywell is connecting and protecting your workers — wherever they’re at risk.
As a global leader in safety technology, Honeywell is developing connected solutions that give you real-time safety awareness,
so you have the right information at the right time to make better decisions. And Worker Compliance is part of that focus.
With real-time visibility on safety compliance, you can ensure that every worker is ready for the job at hand.
This visibility on worker readiness is a great way to unlock new value from your Honeywell equipment, so you can further reduce
safety incidents, streamline compliance administration and improve productivity. And it’s all backed by the long history of
Honeywell developing software and other technology for companies’ toughest challenges in aerospace, defense and process
optimization. Now we’re bringing our software expertise to industrial safety.

For more information
www.honeywellsafety.com/safetysuite
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